
Music Day 3: We’re off on our walk! 

Welcome to the third session of fun music making! Today we are going to create a sequence of 

actions and events to go with the music so get ready to be active! Once you are confident with this 

sequence, you will then use pictures to help you remember. This is what we call ‘simple notation’ 

and is a key musical skill.  

To get you warmed up, listen again to the music, tap along to the steady beat using body actions or  

walk around the room keeping your steps in time. Why don’t you have another go at chanting one of 

your word patterns? 

Remember the clarinet that plays the main tune? Today, you will need to listen for the violin as well. 

It plays exactly the same tune but sounds different to the clarinet as it has strings.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t67SdkYubs4  

Here is a sequence of events that could go with the music. Imagine you are taking a dog for a walk to 

the park. You will need to listen to the changes in the music, as this will tell you when to change your 

action: 

What the music is doing: What you are doing: 

Introduction tune Stretch, ready for your walk. Put on your coat 
and call/ beckon the dog. 

Clarinet tune Walking down the street 

Busy swirly sound The dog spins as he chases his tail (You can spin 
too!) 

Clarinet Walking again 

Busy swirly sound Spinning again! 

This repeats again, so keep the same actions going: walk and spin 

Violin tune See a friend and wave (in time) 
Nod your head in response 
Wave goodbye 
Repeat these actions until the introduction 
starts 

Introduction tune Throw a ball 4 times 
Dog jumps (You jump 4 times) 
Repeat  

Clarinet  Walking  

Swirling sounds Spin again 
  

The music will continue and you can then repeat this or add any actions you want to! You will keep 

hearing the walking tune and the swirly spinning too! Don’t forget, you don’t have to listen to the 

whole piece of music, you could just use the first part for your action sequence. 

To help you remember what action to do, you could use the cards below or draw your own. This is 

the start of simple notation and the pictures are telling what to, just like musical scores tell 

musicians what to play. You could stick up the cards somewhere where you can see them and 

follow. 
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 Stretching                               Walking                                  Dog/ you spinning                             Waving 

 

         

       Nodding head                          Throwing                                  Jumping 

 

 

 As always, if you record any of your music making this week, put it on ClassDojo. We’d love to see 

what you’ve been up to! 

Have fun! 


